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Abstract— The initial degradation during negative bias stress is often
assumed to be due to hole trapping, while the generation of interface

states may dominate at longer stress times. We conduct a thorough

study of short-time negative bias temperature stress and relaxation

using ultra-fast measurement techniques in the micro-seconds regime
to clarify the physical mechanisms behind the responsible hole trapping

phenomenon. We observe that the extracted degradation of the drain-

current ∆ID or the threshold-voltage ∆VTH can be well fitted by a
logarithmic time dependence. Only for stronger stresses, that is, higher

temperatures and/or voltages, the data shows a detectable deviation from

the logarithmic behavior, allowing for a power-law fit. The exponent

of this power-law is about 0.04 and thus considerably smaller than
the typically reported long-term exponents of about 0.12 to 0.15. We

finally observe a strong field- and temperature-dependence of the initial

degradation, which is incompatible with the frequently assumed elastic
hole trapping mechanism but favors a thermally activated hole trapping

process.

INTRODUCTION

Shrinking device sizes and the requirements to operate at higher

temperatures in up-to-date applications of MOS transistors result

in accelerated degradation of crucial device parameters like the

threshold voltage VTH and the mobility. Of particular importance

is the negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) [1, 2] which is

observed when a negative bias is applied to the gate of pMOS

transistors with the other contacts grounded. NBTI is considerably

enhanced by temperature but the degradation shows similar features

also at room temperature.

The initial degradation is commonly interpreted assuming elastic

hole trapping due to tunneling carrier exchange with the substrate [1,

3]. Long-term degradation, on the other hand, is often assumed to be

due to the creation of interface states [4, 5]. From an experimental

point, elastic tunneling is usually identified as a roughly temperature-

independent process following a logarithmic time dependence and

experimental evidence for some thermally nitrided oxides has been

given [6]. In contrast, long-term degradation is frequently reported to

follow a power-law with exponents in the order of 0.12 to 0.15.

Previous experiments using conventional parameter analyzers with

a time resolution in the milli-second regime indicate that at least for

up to medium stresses, a logarithmic time dependence is observed

during the first three decades (1ms up to 1 s) [7]. This logarithmic

short-term degradation shows a strong temperature activation similar

to the long-term degradation (EA ≈ 0.1 eV) and a super-linear stress

field dependence (∼E2
ox). For longer stress times and higher stress

fields, degradation starts to deviate from the logarithmic behavior [7,

8].

In the following we will extend on our previous results [7,

9] and study short-term degradation using two different ultra-fast

measurement techniques operating in the micro-second regime. By

this measure we double the number of available decades from three

to six during short-time stresses up to 1 s. We furthermore compare

recovery data obtained by two different ultra-fast techniques.

I. FAST MEASUREMENT METHODS

Three fast measurement methods are commonly used for NBTI

assessment [10]. (i) The on-the-fly (OTF) method [1, 11, 12] records

the degradation during stress and hence does not introduce unwanted

recovery, but suffers from the mobility degradation, which leads to

a spurious ∆VTH [13, 14]. (ii) The fast-VTH method [15] briefly

interrupts the stress (µs delay) to quickly record VTH during recovery.

(iii) The fast-ID method [7, 16–19] works similarly to the fast-VTH

method but instead records the drain current ID(VG ≈ VTH), which is

then converted to ∆VTH [7] using an initial ID(VG) curve. The OTF

method as usually implemented on a parameter analyzer suffers from

the problem that the initial reference current is obtained only after a

pre-stress period of the length of the measurement delay. In contrast,

the fast-VTH and the fast-ID methods can record an unstressed refer-

ence value but suffer from the delay during measurement [10, 16]. In

the following we use the fast ramp method originally developed by

Kerber with the improvements suggested in [10] for our short-term

NBTI measurements in the range of 1 µs to 1 s [9] and compare the

results against the fast-VTH method of [15].

II. SAMPLES USED AND STRESS CONDITIONS

To perform the short-term NBTI degradation [9, 10], PMOS-

FETS from a standard 90 nm CMOS process with plasma-nitrided

oxide (around 6% of nitrogen) were used. A thin oxide device

(tox = 1.8 nm) with geometry W/L = 10 µm/0.12 µm was used.

The devices were stressed with gate voltages VG,str of −1.75 V,

−2.00 V, −2.25 V, and −2.50 V at temperatures of 25 ◦C, 75 ◦C,

125 ◦C, and 175 ◦C.

III. MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT AND SETUP

Typically, ultra-fast measurements in the micro-second regime

suffer from noise. Since the amplitude resolution can be enhanced

by averaging, while there is no remedy for a too slow measurement,

we use a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) to record multiple

NBTI processes and take an average of these. Care has to be taken

to conform to the preconditions of proper averaging, namely to

record the same process many times to reduce the noise. In our

measurements this is ensured by very short stress times and a very

low duty cycle in order to achieve full relaxation between stresses.

The basic setup uses a Hewlett-Packard 81101A pulse generator and

a Tektronik TDS5034B DSO as described in [10] and [9]. Since

neither commercial voltage sources nor pulse generators are able to

fulfill the required settling specification of better than 10−4 in ID

within < 1µs, a battery using a passive voltage divider and a fast

electronic switch are used.

IV. COMBINED STRESS AND RELAXATION PULSE SETTINGS

Rectangular gate pulses were used for short-term NBTI stresses in

the range of 1µs to 1 s, each followed by a full recovery sequence
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Fig. 1: Top: At the highest stress condition (VG,str = −2.50V,
T = 175 ◦C) the recorded data slightly deviates from a logarithmic
dependence and can be nicely fitted using a power-law. Bottom: By contrast,
data recorded using a lower stress condition (VG,str = −2.00V, T = 25 ◦C)
nearly perfectly follows a logarithmic behavior and cannot be properly fitted
using a power-law.

Sequence tW = tstr trel tP N Resolution

1 1ms 99 ms 0.1 s 1000 0.16 µs
2 100ms 9.9 s 10 s 10 16 µs
3 1000 ms 99 s 100 s 5 160 µs

TABLE I: Details of the rectangular stress pulses used to maximize the
amount of recorded information together with the resolution.

being 100 times longer than the stress sequence itself [20]. Since a

DSO can record data only on a linear time-scale but our experiments

ask for a logarithmic time-scale spanning at least 6 decades, we

split the total stress time of 1 s into three sub-intervals, and conduct

separate stress/relaxation experiments for each sub-interval. This

allows higher time resolution at the beginning of the stress phase

and lower resolution at its end. Since the measurement noise decays

with the inverse of the time resolution, with the slower sequences a

lower averaging number is necessary to achieve a given amplitude

resolution. Details of the pulse width tW = tstr, the relaxation time

trel, the pulse period tP, and the number N of pulses per stress

sequence are shown in Table I.

V. DATA EXTRACTION

The recorded degradation of the drain current is converted to an

approximate threshold voltage shift using the simple OTF relation

[11, 21]

∆VTH(tstr/t0,ref) ≈
∆ID(tstr)

ID0

(VG − VTH) (1)
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Fig. 2: Top: Only data recorded during heavier stress yield a reasonable
power-law exponent n. Bottom: Using the (arbitrary) value of n = 0.01
as a threshold criterion, a high-stress region, where a deviation from the
logarithmic behavior is observed, can be clearly identified.

with ∆ID(tstr) = ID(tstr) − ID0 and ID0 = ID(t0,ref). Note that

ID0 is obtained at stress-level with a delay t0,ref and is thus not equal

to ID(0) [22] resulting in an offset of the relative degradation. Also,

the conversion (1) ignores any potential degradation in the mobility

and is thus affected by an as-of-yet unknown error [13, 14]. VTH is

extracted at ID = 70 nA ∗ W/L and about −0.3V. Then ∆VTH is

fitted by

∆VTH(tstr/t0,ref) ≈ B log 10(tstr/t0,ref) + C. (2)

In order to circumvent issues with the logarithmic fit caused by offset

data due to the uncertainty in ID0, the parameter C is included.

Besides, it is tried to fit the data to a power-law of the form

∆VTH(tstr/t0,ref) ≈ A (tstr/t0,ref)
n + D. (3)

Again, the parameter D is introduced to account for the offset in ID0.

Interestingly, it turns out that the logarithmic fit (2) is always

possible while the power-law fit (3) produces reasonable results

for high temperatures and high VG,str only. In that high-stress

regime, power-law exponents around 0.04 are obtained. For weaker

stresses, the exponent n in (3) is reduced to zero by the optimizer,

which corresponds to a first-order Taylor expansion of (3) on a

logarithmic scale. As such, in this regime the power-law fit (3)

becomes equivalent to the logarithmic fit (2).

This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 1. The data obtained from

the harshest stress conditions (VG,str = 2.50 V, T = 175 ◦C, and

tox = 1.8 nm) gives a stable fit with n = 0.041. For the other

extreme case (VG,str = 1.75 V, T = 25 ◦C, and tox = 1.8 nm) the

fit algorithm gives an exponent n of practically zero. For the case

of the non-converging exponent n the logarithmic and power-law fits

coincide.

Consequently, the power-law fit only makes sense for high temper-

atures and/or high VG,str, as displayed in Fig. 2. There, the extracted

n ≈ 0.04 for short-term stress is roughly one third of the often

reported n ≈ 0.12 of the long-term behavior.

VI. SETTLING TIME CORRECTION

In this section we are going to demonstrate that, in general,

fast NBTI measurements have to be taken with a grain of salt.

This, apart from other reasons not dealt with in this paper, is

largely due to difficulties with synchronization between the stimulus



and the actual measurement. Even when the experiment is free of

systematic synchronization errors, i.e. switching of the gate voltage

and recording of ID start at the same time, the finite settling time of

real signals makes ex-post time zero adjustments necessary.

Fig. 3 displays VG as a function of time during the stress

phase and during the start of the relaxation phase. Reference values

V ref

G,str = VG(tstr/2) and V ref

G,rel = VG(2tstr) are determined, which

represent the actual steady state values of VG,str and VG,rel. Based

on V ref

G,str, the actual stress phase is defined as all consecutive points

extending to both sides of the point t = tstr/2 that fulfill the criterion

|(VG − V ref

G,str)/V ref

G,str| ≤ ǫ; usually ǫ ≈ 0.3 %.

Handling of the relaxation phase is trickier. Arguing that the noise

level is the same during stress and relaxation (the DSO continuously

records, using the same settings), and the settling time of the pulse

generator in theory is equal regardless if switching from VG,rel to

VG,str or vice versa occurred, the criterion for the relaxation phase

could be established as ‘all points extending to both sides of t = 2tstr
that fulfill |(VG − V ref

G,rel)/V ref

G,str| ≤ ǫ’. This effectively uses the

same absolute allowed deviation from V ref

G,rel as was used during

determination of the stress phase, hence this method will be referred

to as the ‘ǫabs-criterion’. On the other hand, the relative error in

ID (and hence in ∆VTH) that would erroneously be attributed to

NBTI is given by the relative deviation of VG, asking for a criterion

|(VG−V ref

G,rel)/V ref

G,rel| ≤ ǫ. This method, which is tighter by a factor

of |VG,str/VG,rel| ≈ 7, is referred to as the ‘ǫrel-criterion’. Both

methods were investigated thoroughly, and the relative method was

chosen.

For relaxation, based on the assumption of full recovery after

each stress/relaxation cycle, ID0,rel = ID(tP) is chosen, implying

∆ID(tP) = 0. Therefore ID0,rel is independent of ǫ, whereas

ID0,str = ID(t0,ref) depends on the ǫ used. Note that due to record

length constraints of the DSO, not the entire relaxation characteristic

up to tP is recorded, but only the initial relaxation up to around three

to four times tstr. The point t = tP nevertheless is available in the

pre-trigger data of the DSO.

Data extraction turns out to be extremely sensitive to the choice

of ǫ, indicating that the settling time of VG plays a crucial role in

OTF experiments. To demonstrate this fact, the top of Fig. 4 shows

relaxation after tstr = 1ms for different values of ǫ. If the criterion

is too conservative, i.e. ǫ is chosen small, thereby cutting off the

initial relaxation phase, the shape of the relaxation characteristics

is significantly altered. On the other hand, too large values of ǫ,

i.e. too liberal limits for gate voltage settling, may produce spurious

relaxation transients. Assuming the relaxation follows log(trel/t0)
as indicated by the red curve in Fig. 4, setting the starting point

of the extracted relaxation to later times (through smaller ǫ) gives

a dependence of log((trel + ∆t)/t0), which produces the artificial

plateaus seen with the blue curves in the figure. Possibly the satu-

ration towards smaller relaxation times found in [6, 23, 24] can be

explained in this way, i.e. the plateaus observed are not a feature

of NBTI relaxation but an artifact due to finite settling times and

synchronization inaccuracies, in turn invalidating the assertion that

a measurement delay in the micro-second regime is sufficient to

correctly capture the relaxation characteristics of NBTI.

VII. COMPARISON OF RELAXATION USING THE

ON-THE-FLY-METHOD AND THE FAST-VTH-METHOD

For tstr = 1ms a comparison of different voltages and tempera-

tures is examined in the following, cf. the bottom of Fig. 4.

Taking into account that the temperature dependence of VTH0
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Fig. 3: Top: The main graph is enlarged to make the transient
and the overshoot visible. The bounds due to the error criterion
|(VG − V ref

G,str
)/V ref

G,str
| ≤ ǫ are displayed for ǫ = 0.3%. The first (last)

proper values of the pulse for each sequence are marked by circles (squares).
Bottom: The bounds for both the relative and the absolute criterion are
depicted.

was not exactly measured, and hence is missing for the precise

∆VTH extraction and additionally neglecting mobility changes with

temperature still show well qualitative conformity with the relaxation

curves of the Fast-VTH measurement.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Fast down to 1µs-methods are unavoidable when extracting ∆ID

or ∆VTH properly to better understand NBTI-stress and relaxation.

The initial NBTI degradation is often explained by elastic hole

trapping which also considerably distorts long-term measurements. In

this initial degradation phase, the data can be well fit by a logarithmic

time dependence [9, 10, 15, 23], being rather stable compared to

the frequently reported power-law using an exponent n remarkably

smaller (n ≈ 0.04) than generally observed during long-time stress

(n ≈ 0.12). The main disadvantage of the power-law is that the fit is

ill defined for up to medium stress conditions. Only high temperatures

and/or high VG,str show the aforementioned small n. The investigated

short-time behavior of stress and relaxation accounts for a thermally

activated tunneling mechanism and clearly rules out elastic and thus

temperature-independent hole tunneling. Moreover, the comparison

to the completely different fast-VTH measurement routine revealed

new interesting results concerning the time constants of the relaxation

sequence. It seems that too early cutting off the data in addition to a

limited resolution of smaller than 1 µs leads to an artificially created
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plateau indicating wrong time constants of the involved mechanisms

if the remaining data is not evaluated with extreme caution.
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